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Introduction

● VTTI, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute 
wants to update their website to show off 
their publications, and wants the citations 
from the publications to be searchable by 
field.

● Our initial goal was to deliver a comma 
separated file (CSV) file of ~ 1500 citations 
separated into different fields.



Parsing

● We developed a program which could parse 
through the list of citations for us, and 
separate them into the proper fields.

● It uses a tree of regular expressions which 
start out very broad and become more 
specific.



Tree Tool

● We developed a helper program which we 
use to build a tree of regexes.

● It uses capturing groups to separate the 
different fields.

● It gets more specific as you move deeper 
down the tree.

● Can import and export regex tree files.



Tree Tool - Simple



Current Regex Tree



Parsing Program

● Uses a tree file created by our tree tool to 
parse through the list of citations.

● Allows you to select which tree file you use, 
the citations you are parsing, and an output 
destination.

● Creates two files, the csv of parsed citations, 
as well as a failed output file for if it missed 
any of them.



Parsing Program



Output

● Program outputs to a CSV file with labeled 
columns



Extensibility

● Our project is very extensible because a 
different regex tree could be developed by 
someone to match the format of the citations 
they need it for. It can be specifically trained 
to look for certain things.

● It does require some development work and 
knowledge of regular expressions.



Lessons Learned

● Dealing with a wide variety of different 
formats within one file is extremely difficult.

● Learned a lot about the use of regular 
expressions.

● Early research/work is the key to success
● Don’t underestimate the amount of work, 

and work diligently.



Alternatives

● Besides our own parsing program, we 
looked into Brown University’s freecite tool.

● We developed a small program which sends 
our list of citations to freecite using its API, 
and then outputs it to a CSV.

● This can be used when you need something 
quick, but it isn’t customizable.



Alternatives
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